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Electron and hole transport in undoped Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloys
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The complete set of the 12 independent galvanomagnetic coefficients was measured in weak magnetic fields
in undoped Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloys within the temperature range 77–300 K. The analysis of these coefficients
together with the two components of thermopower was fulfilled by the least-squares method using Hall and
magnetoresistance factors. These factors were calculated based on a model taking into account the peculiarities
of the band structure and the scattering of electrons and holes by acoustic phonons, as well as interband
~recombination! scattering. The temperature dependence of carrier mobilities and densities was estimated and
compared with that of pure bismuth. The mobilities ofT holes are lower than those of electrons, and the
difference in the alloy is more pronounced than in pure bismuth. The deviation from unity of the Hall and
magnetoresistance factors ofL electrons is greater than in bismuth. This result is confirmed through direct
analysis of the experimental data on the galvanomagnetic coefficients.@S0163-1829~98!04518-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Great emphasis has been put over the last 30 years,1–3 and
more recently,4,5 on the study of the transport properties
Bi12xSbx single crystals. Semiconducting alloys (0.07<x
<0.22) were reported as presenting the bestn-type thermo-
electric performances around liquid nitrogen temperature2,3

whereas semimetallic alloys (0,x,0.07) have been found
to be very attractive materials in thermomagne
applications.3

Numerous studies performed on bismuth sin
crystals6–12 showed that the analysis of the 12 measured
dependent galvanomagnetic coefficients in a weak magn
field is a powerful method for the determination of carr
mobilities and densities. The least-squares procedure
been used in this analysis. However, the full set of the g
vanomagnetic coefficients has not been measured
Bi12xSbx alloys at anyx until now.

The Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy is interesting since the inversion o
the two minima at theL point of the Brillouin zone at zero
temperature leads to a transition to a gapless state; i.e.
direct energy gap becomes equal to zero. At higher temp
tures, this energy gap increases,13 as in pure bismuth,14 and
the arrangement of energy bands remains qualitatively s
lar to that of bismuth.

It has been shown, as a result of the calculation of ga
nomagnetic coefficients in bismuth,11,12,15 that the Hall and
magnetoresistance factors of electrons governed by the
ergy dependence of the relaxation time differed significan
from unity at temperatures above 100 K, because of
strong nonparabolicity of the conduction band. These de
tions of the factors from 1 lead to a significant change in
values of the carrier mobilities and densities. The analysi
five galvanomagnetic coefficients in the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy,
570163-1829/98/57~18!/11242~9!/$15.00
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performed by Demougeet al.,16 showed that the difference
from unity was greater in this alloy than in pure bismuth.
turned out that the difference of Hall and magnetoresista
factors from unity changed qualitatively the expressions
some galvanomagnetic coefficients.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine these two fa
tors as fitted parameters by the least-squares procedure
sufficient accuracy. They must be calculated using a mo
of electron scattering. The results of these calculations ca
compared to experimental results using simplified formu
for some magnetoresistance coefficients.12 Another conclu-
sion of the work by Demougeet al.16 was that the hole con
tribution to the galvanomagnetic coefficients was lower
the alloy than in pure bismuth. Consequently, the accurac
a hole mobility estimation from galvanomagnetic coef
cients is low. Including two components of the thermopow
into the set of the analyzed transport coefficients was s
gested in the study of pure bismuth by the least-squa
procedure12 in order to improve the accuracy of both electro
and hole mobilities. It is even more necessary in the study
the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy.

In the present work, the full set of the 12 independe
galvanomagnetic coefficients in low magnetic fields was fi
experimentally determined in Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloys at tempera-
tures ranging from 77 to 300 K. The analysis of these co
ficients together with the two components of thermopow
was then conducted by the least-squares procedure u
Hall and magnetoresistance factors calculated from a mo
taking into account the strong nonparabolicity of the cond
tion band and a complex carrier-scattering mechanism.
temperature dependence of carrier mobilities and dens
was estimated and compared with that of pure bismuth.
ditionally, we present a direct proof that the Hall and ma
11 242 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 11 243ELECTRON AND HOLE TRANSPORT IN UNDOPED . . .
netoresistance factors of electrons deviate from unity in
analysis of the experimental data.

II. THEORY

A. Band model and initial parameters

Bi12xSbx alloys form substitutional solid solutions ove
the whole range of concentrationx. As x increases, the ban
structure of these alloys continuously transforms from
band structure of bismuth to the band structure of antim
~Fig. 1!. The semimetallic properties of Bi12xSbx in the in-
terval 0<x<0.07 are connected with a slight overlap of t
three electron bands extrema at theL points of the Brillouin
zone with a hole band extremum at theT point. At
x50.04,17,18 the electron and hole bands at theL point cross
in energy, leading to the appearance of a gapless state.
magnitude of the overlap betweenL andT bands decrease
with increasingx, and for 0.07,x,0.22, alloys are semi
conductors with a small direct or indirect gap. Forx>0.22,
theL extrema overlap with a new hole band located at theH
point.

The electron Fermi surfaces in Bi-rich BiSb alloys corr
spond to three quasiellipsoids strongly elongated along di
tion tilted by an angleu out of the binary-bisectrix plane
@u56° in Bi ~Ref. 19!#. The same structure occurs for th
‘‘light’’ L-hole band, which is separated from the electr
band by a narrow energy gapEg and which is coupled to the
conduction band by thek•p interaction, resulting in a highly
nonparabolic dispersion relation.

The simplest dispersion relation for theL bands is the
two-band model of Lax and Mavroides.20 Expressed in coor-
dinates fixed to the ellipsoid axes, referred to as (18,28,38),
the energy dispersion law has the form

ES 11
E

Eg
D5

\2

2m0
k•S m18L

0
0

0
m28L

0

0
0

m38L

D 21

•k, ~1!

whereE is the electron energy measured from the bottom
the conduction band,m0 the free electron mass,mi 8L the

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the energy bands nea
Fermi level for Bi12xSbx alloys as a function ofx at T50 K. For
simplicity, theL-, T-, andH-point bands are drawn one on top
the others.
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effective masses at the edge of the bands, andk the wave
vector.

The deviation of theT-hole band from parabolicity is
much less than that of theL band and can be describe
satisfactorily by the following equation:

E5
\2

2m0
F ~k1

21k2
2!

M1T
D 1

k3
2

M3T
G , ~2!

where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to the binary, bisec
and trigonal directions, respectively. The energyE is mea-
sured from the top of the valence band, andM1T5M2T ,
M3T are the effective masses.

Both the large nonparabolicity of the energy dispers
law for the conduction band and the strong dependenc
the gap and electron effective masses on temperature13,14

pressure,21,22 and composition13 appear in Bi-rich BiSb al-
loys as consequences of the narrow gap at theL point.

The simple two-band model was applied for the descr
tion of the nonparabolicity in the study of the galvanoma
netic effects in bismuth11,12,15and in the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy.16

This approach is adequate for the two 18 and 38 directions,
but not for the 28 direction since the mass componentm28L
is much larger than the two other componentsm18L and
m38L . Nevertheless, we applied the two-band model as
simplest approximation for all three directions, assuming t
the error may be small in the final results of the calculatio

The temperature and composition dependences of the
ergy gap and the cyclotron effective masses of electrons
Bi12xSbx alloys (x,0.2) have been studied by Mendez13

using the magneto-optical method. The experimental res
were close to the approximation where the effect of tempe
ture T and compositionx on the gap,DEg(T) andDEg(x),
respectively, were considered as independent from e
other. Taking into account thatEg50 at T50 K for the
Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy, we may apply the known magnitud
DEg(T) in pure Bi ~Ref. 14! as being the full gapEg(T) for
the alloy. The results are reported in Table I.

The magneto-optical experiments13 gave also information
about the light binary cyclotron effective mass of electro
mcL . This mass depends on the componentsm18L andm38L
at the bottom of the conduction band as

mcL}~m18Lm38L!1/2. ~3!

he

TABLE I. Experimental values ofEg andK(T,x50.04) vs tem-
perature according to Mendez’s~Ref. 13! data.

T
~K!

Eg

~meV! K(T,x50.04)

78 1 1.12

100 2 1.16

120 3 1.20

140 5 1.23

180 8 1.34

220 12 1.52

300 23 2.20
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In the two-band model,m18L andm38L must be proportiona
to the energy gap. According to experimental results,13 the
ratio mcL /Eg increases slightly with a rise inT andx, giving
a correcting coefficientK(T,x) to the relation of proportion-
ality of mcL versusEg . By interpolating Mendez’s data, w
obtained the coefficientK(T,x) as a function of temperatur
for x50.04~Table I!. These were used for the determinati
of the initial effective massesmi 8L necessary for continuing
our calculations, by applying the following formula:

mi 8L~T,x!5K~T,x!mi 8L~77,0!
Eg~T,x!

Eg~77,0!
, ~4!

with Eg(77,0)515.2 meV, m18L(77,0)50.001 53,
m28L(77,0)50.25, andm38L(77,0)50.002 81 as determine
in bismuth.12,14

Using the two-band model, we have to assume that
large effective massm28L depends on parametersx and T
like the two small componentsm18L and m38L . Accepting
the more real constant valuem28L for the bottom of the con-
duction band, we should obtain a quite unreally large eff
tive massm28L at energies near the chemical potential. T
application of an unreally small effective massm28L propor-
tional to very narrow gapEg at the bottom leads on th
contrary to a reasonable value near the chemical poten
Given that the final results depend weakly on the large co
ponent of the effective mass, a correct order of magnitud
this component is sufficient to achieve satisfactory calcu
tions.

The T-hole effective masses have been previously ca
lated versus temperature in pure bismuth.11 It was shown that
these values are weakly temperature dependent. Since n
formation is available on alloys, we used data for Bi obtain
at low temperature:23 M1T50.0638 andM3T50.702. We
also assumed that they do not vary with temperature.

B. Galvanomagnetic and thermopower tensors

The phenomenological theory of low-field galvanoma
netic effects assumes Ohm’s law to hold for the resistiv
tensorr% (B) or its reciprocal, the conductivity tensors% (B) in
the presence of a magnetic fieldB:

E5r% ~B!J or J5s% ~B!E, ~5!

whereE is the electric field andJ the current density. The
theory assumes thatr% (B) may be expanded in a power seri
of B, if B is low enough. Retaining only terms to the seco
order, each component of the tensor may be written as
lows:

r i j ~B!5r i j 1Ri jkBk1Ai jkl BkBl . ~6!

Of course, the same development applies also for the c
ductivity tensors% (B).

The number of independent coefficients appearing in
~6! is limited to 12 for Bi12xSbx alloys belonging to the poin
group R3̄m: two resistivitiesr11 and r33, two Hall coeffi-
cients R123 and R231, and eight magnetoresistance coef
cientsA11, A33, A14, A41, A12, A13, A31, andA44.

By determining voltages for a given set ofJ andB, these
12 coefficients can be measured experimentally. For the
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pose of comparing these experimental values with the ca
lations of the galvanomagnetic effects, it is easier to conv
them into conductivities.

Components of the conductivity tensor can be expres
in terms of electron and hole mobilities, carrier concent
tion, tilt angle, and factors arising from the energy depe
dence of the relaxation timet, i.e., the Hall and magnetore
sistance factorsA andM defined by the following equations

A5
^t2&

^t&2 ,

M5
^t3&

^t&3 , ~7!

where the angular brackets denote the relevant energy a
aging. Equations for partial conductivities ofL electrons and
T holes are given in Ref. 16.

Usually, carrier mobilities and densities ofL electrons
andT holes in bismuth are obtained by a least-squares fi
the measured resistivity components to their expression,
suming both Hall and magnetoresistance factors of electr
and holes to be close to unity.6–10 This assumption is, how-
ever, not valid for electrons in bismuth11,12and Bi-rich Bi-Sb
alloys16 in the temperature range 100–300 K, where there
no strong statistical degeneracy.

The introduction of Hall and magnetoresistance coe
cients in the usual least-squares method increases sig
cantly the number of adjustable parameters~two per type of
carrier!, so that the accuracy ofA and M is questionable.
However, if we make some plausible assumptions conce
ing the relaxation timet of charge carriers, we can calcula
not only theA and M factors, but also all the transport co
efficients by using a relatively small number of adjustab
parameters. This approach gave excellent agreement bet
theoretical and experimental results in bismuth.12 It will be
extended to the alloy in the present work.

In a semimetal or an intrinsic semiconductor, the th
mopowera i i in the i direction is given by

a i i 5(
j

S s i i
j a j

( js i i
j D , ~8!

where a j are the partial thermopower of charge carriersj
which are isotropic in most cases ands i i

j are the partial
conductivities which may be anisotropic. In the set of ax
~1,2,3!, the tensor of the thermopowera% of BiSb alloys is
diagonal and has only two independent componentsa11
5a22 anda33.

Theoretical expressions of the conductivity tensor com
nents and of the partial thermopower are giv
elsewhere.15,16

C. Scattering model and calculation procedure

As earlier,11,12,16 we assume that there are two kinds
carrier scattering in bismuth-rich alloys, as in pure bismu
Both scattering mechanisms are assumed to be elastic.
reciprocal relaxation time forL-electron scattering is given
by11
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t21~«!5CNS k0T

1 meVD
3/2H S mdL*

m0
D 3/2F«S 11

«

«g
D G1/2

3S 112
«

«g
D1xS mdT*

m0
D 3/2

~«LT2«!1/2J , ~9!

wheremdL* andmdT* are the density of states effective mass
for one ellipsoid in theL andT bands, and«, «g , and«LT
the electron energy, the energy gap, and the energy ove
respectively, in units ofk0T.

The first type of scattering in Eq.~9! is proportional to the
density of states of the conductionL band and to the intra
band constantCN . This contribution includes the scatterin
of electrons by acoustical phonons, with the addition of
nonpolar scattering by optical phonons and of interval
transitions within the conduction band. Moreover, scatter
by the short-range potential of antimony atoms is possibl
Bi12xSbx alloys, with an energy dependence of the par
relaxation time like that for acoustical scattering. For scat
ing by acoustical phonons, the parameterCN is multiplied by
a factor which depends weakly on the temperature@Eq. ~9!#.
This dependence can change~increase or decrease with tem
perature! due to the other above-mentioned mechanisms
scattering.

The second contribution in Eq.~9! concerns recombina
tion scattering, i.e., electron transitions to the valenceT
band. The corresponding reciprocal relaxation time is p
portional to the density of states of theT band and to the
recombination constantCR . A dimensionless parameterx
5CR /CN was used instead ofCR .

Since the lightL-hole band and theL-electron band are
mirrorlike bands, the same expression as Eq.~9! is also valid
for L holes without any new scattering parameters. T
model of theT-hole relaxation process is also similar to th
described above.11 It involves a constantCP that is analo-
gous toCN and represents the intensity of hole scattering
accoustic phonons. The recombinational scattering of h
is governed by the same parameterCR ~or x! as forL elec-
trons.

Although the density of states of lightL holes is lower
than that ofT holes, we included their contribution in th
program of calculation. Generally, this contribution was n
glected in all studies performed on Bi.6–12

The three scattering parametersCN , CP , andx were ad-
justed at each fixed temperature by a least-squares proce
The overlap of the conductionL band with the valenceT
band,ELT , was another adjustable parameter. We also
lected the tilt angleu between the principal axis of the ele
tron ellipsoid and bisextric axis. However, this angle turn
out to be relatively insensitive to temperature and was fo
close to 7°.

The adjustable parameters of the model were obtained
a least-squares fit of experimental coefficients to their th
retical expressions calculated by numerical integration. A
Ref. 12, but in contrast with Refs. 6–11, we used simu
neously 12 galvanomagnetic coefficients and 2 thermopo
components.

Using the initial and adjustable band and scattering
rameters, we calculated the electron reduced chemical po
tial z* , the carrier densities, the components of mobilities
the principal axes of the ellipsoids, the Hall factorA, the
s
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magnetoresistance factorM , and the partial thermopowers o
the three types of carriers:L electrons,T holes, andL holes.
The reduced chemical potential was calculated from the c
dition of electrical neutrality, namely,

N5P1p, ~10!

whereN, P, andp are the densities ofL electrons,T holes,
andL holes, respectively.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Samples

A homogeneous ingot of Bi0.96Sb0.04 was prepared by the
traveling heater method.24 To be brief, this technique con
sists in moving a liquidus composition through material
the corresponding solidus composition by lowering an a
poule into a furnace. High-purity~99.999%! bismuth and
antimony were used as starting materials. Care was exerc
during growth to eliminate constitutional supercooling e
fects by using a slow growth rate~8 mm/day! with a tem-
perature gradient estimated at 35 °C/cm. The grown in
was 15 cm in length and 15 mm in diameter. After abou
cm, the grown ingot was composed almost entirely of o
single grain.

The compositional homogeneity was checked by the e
tron beam microprobe technique. There was about a 1
variation in the mean antimony content along the length
the ingot, which is quite remarkable. The radial inhomog
neity is less than 3% of the mean composition.16

Samples used for various measurements~Table II! were
cut along the desired crystallographic directions in homo
neous single-crystalline portions of the ingot, which h
been oriented by the x-ray back reflection Laue method fr
~111! primary cleavage planes. The four samples used
parallelepipedic shape and their approximate dimensions
reported in Table II. It was found preferable to measure
R123 coefficient separately on a thin sample, because
coefficient is nearly one order of magnitude smaller th
R231. The edges of samples 1, 2, and 4 were parallel to
main crystallographic axis, while sample 3 had its axis in
~1,2! plane inclined at an angle of 15° with respect to the
direction.

One end of samples 1, 2, and 4 was soldered with W
alloy on a copper plate electrically insulated from a vertic
cryostat which has been described in detail elsewhere.16,25

The essential feature of this cryostat is that it was designe
ensure strict isothermal conditions on the sample. The m
problem with the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy is that the two compo-
nents of the thermopower are relatively high~a33'
2100mV/K and a11'265mV/K in the investigated tem-
perature range!, leading to an additional contribution to th
Ohmic voltage, due to the Peltier effect, when a direct c
rent flows across the sample. This voltage may still be
hanced by the application of a magnetic field if the tempe
ture gradient remains due to thermomagnetic effects. In o
to reduce this gradient, the cold end of the sample w
heated with a small electrical resistor.

The two components of the thermopower were measu
by the conventional method with samples 1 and 2.
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TABLE II. Summary of experimental conditions~approximate sample dimensions, direction of curre
magnetic field, and measured emf! used to obtain the magnetoresistivity coefficients. 1, 2, and 3 are re
to the binary, bisectrix, and trigonal axes, respectively.

Sample
number

Dimension~mm!a Direction of
Measured
coefficienta b l J B E

1 2.3 2.4 12.5 3 3 r33

1 @1# @2# @3# 3 1 3 A31

1 3 3 3 A33

1 3 2 1 R231

2 2 1.4 14 1 1 r11

2 @2# @3# @1# 1 1 1 A11

2 1 2 1 A12

2 1 3 1 A13

2 1 2.3 plane 1 A14

3 2.3 1.5 14.4 1.2 plane J.3 plane 3 A41

3 @3# @1.2# plane @1.2# plane 1.2 plane J.3 plane 3 A44

4 3.3 0.42 14.7 1 3 2 R123

@2# @3# @1#

aThe direction 1, 2, or 3 is indicated in brackets.
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B. Experimental procedure

The precise orientation of the sample placed in the c
ostat was checked with the help of the variations of the m
netoresistance with the magnetic field direction.16 The resis-
tivity under zero magnetic field was obtained from
average of more than five independent measurements,
being carried out with two directions of the current. For ea
measurement, the voltage was read almost instantaneo
Then, taking residual effects into account, the resistivity w
measured as a function of magnetic field, oriented in orde
determine the desired coefficient. The intensity of the m
netic field was varied, and linear variations of the magneto
sistance withB2 were observed up to around 50–400
depending on the crystallographic direction and the temp
ture. An example of magnetoresistance is shown in Fig.
78 K, where the low-field limit is around 200 G. Typica
magnetoresistance values, less than 10% at 78 K and 1
300 K, were observed, requiring a resolution of 1028 V in
emf measurements for a sample current of 0.4 A.

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance in the binary direction of sample
2 ~Table II! as a function of magnetic fieldB parallel to the trigonal
axis for T578 K. The low-field condition~solid line! is observed
up to a value of 200 G. The slope at low fields givesA13.
-
-

ch
h
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s
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-

,
a-
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at

Hall effect measurements require in principle only tw
contacts perpendicular to the current. In practice, the
contacts cannot be exactly put in line on the sample and
resulting measured voltage includes a longitudinal contri
tion. We used three contacts as shown in Fig. 3~b!. The mea-
sured voltagesV1 andV2 under a magnetic field satisfy th
relations

V15V1
H1aV,

V25V2
H1~a21!V, ~11!

where, referring to Fig. 3,V1
H andV2

H are the Hall voltages,
V the longitudinal voltage, anda a geometrical factor deter
mined by measurements without a magnetic field. The H
voltage is then given by the average value ofV1

H andV2
H .

We performed measurements at seven temperatures
tween 77 and 300 K.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental results

The temperature dependences of the low-field galva
magnetic coefficients in the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy are shown in
Fig. 3. The two zero-field isothermal resistivitiesr11 andr33
follow a linear law in the studied temperature range as
pure bismuth10 @Fig. 3~a!#. This metallic behavior is, how-
ever, purely fortuitous and is due to the combined effects
the peculiar carrier-scattering mechanisms and of the t
perature dependence of both effective masses and ca
densities. This will be discussed later.

One order of magnitude separates the two Hall coe
cients2R123 andR231, which both follow aT21.8 law @Fig.
3~b!#. The main termR231 is slightly greater than for pure
bismuth.10

The variations versus temperature of all theAi j coeffi-
cients follow nearly aT24.5 law above 120–140 K, but be

.
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FIG. 3. Low-field galvanomagnetic coefficients as a function of temperature in the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy. ~a! Isothermal resistivitiesr11 and
r33. ~b! Hall coefficientsR231 and2R123. The arrangement of Hall voltage contacts is drawn in the inset. The measured voltageV1 or V2

is related to the Hall voltageVH and the longitudinal voltageV. ~c! A11, A13, A31, andA33 coefficients.~d! A12, A14, A41, and2A44

coefficients.
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low this temperature the variations seem to be weaker@Figs.
3~c! and 3~d!#. The slope change appears at a tempera
near the Debye temperatureuD . In pure bismuth, similar
observations were made by Michenaud and Issi.10 However,
the breaking nearuD5120 K was more abrupt with the pas
sage from aT22 law ~for T,uD! to a T23.9 variation.

Some scarce results on magnetoresistance coeffic
were given in the literature26,27 for two close Bi12xSbx com-
positionsx50.03 andx50.05 at a fixed temperature near 8
K. The reported values are in good agreement with our
sults, except for the large Hall factorR231, which presents
higher values than those obtained in this study.

The variations with temperature of the thermoelect
power are reported elsewhere.16

B. Calculated parameters of the model, mobilities,
and concentrations

Following the procedure described above in Sec. II C a
using the band parameters of Sec. II A, the adjustable par
eters of the model were calculated as a function of temp
ture. The values are reported in Table III.

All initial parameters depend on the temperature l
those of pure bismuth.12 The overlapELT in the alloy is less
than in Bi, in agreement with the known band model~see
Fig. 1!. However, it increases with temperature mo
quickly.

With the set of initial parameter values, we calculated
relative chemical potential of electrons, the carrier densit
re

nts

-

d
m-
a-

e
s,

the mobilities, the Hall and magnetoresistance factors,
the partial thermopowers ofL electrons,L holes, andT holes
~Table IV and Fig. 4!.

The contribution of the lightL holes to transport coeffi-
cients turned out to be very small in comparison with that
L electrons andT holes. For example, the partial conducti
ity of L holes is three orders of magnitude less than tha
electrons at 77 K and one order at 300 K. Therefore, th
contribution can be neglected. The physical reason is t
very small density due to the low position of theL maximum
in comparison to theT maximum of the valence band. O
the other hand, we found that the mobility of electrons alo
the major axis of the ellipsoid,m28 , is two orders of magni-
tude smaller thanm18 and m38 in the investigated tempera

TABLE III. Initial parameter values used in the calculation
the transport coefficients.

T
~K!

CN

(1011/s)
CP

(1011/s) x
ELT

~meV!

78 6.27 4.53 0.29 36
100 5.26 6.00 0.28 43
120 4.72 8.48 0.26 51
140 4.25 9.31 0.29 58
180 3.47 11.6 0.34 76
220 2.78 15.0 0.42 98
300 1.67 27.0 0.58 148
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TABLE IV. Calculated transport coefficients as a function of temperature in the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy: the
electron reduced chemical potentialz* , the Hall and magnetoresistance factorsAN , MN , AP , andM P , and
the partial thermopowersaN andaP of L electrons andT holes, respectively.

T
~K! z* AN MN AP M P

aN

~mV/K !
aP

~mV/K !

78 4.2 1.19 1.62 1.04 1.12 295 152

100 3.6 1.25 2.14 1.04 1.14 295 142

120 3.3 1.45 2.99 1.05 1.15 292 130

140 3.0 1.54 3.55 1.04 1.13 294 123

180 2.5 1.73 4.96 1.03 1.1 297 108

220 2.2 1.93 6.65 1.02 1.07 2102 94

300 1.4 2.47 12.1 1.01 1.04 2116 70
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ture range and the mobility ofT holes along the trigonal axis
n3 , one order of magnitude smaller thann1 .

The temperature dependences of mobilities and of the
rier density (N'P) are shown in Fig. 4. We also included
the figure those obtained with bismuth.12,28 It can be seen
that the main effect of alloying is to reduce the mobility ofT
holes. Such a result confirms the observations made by
noir et al.4 who investigated the anisotropy of the the
mopower. The temperature behaviors of the carrier densit
the alloy and in Bi from 4.2 to 300 K are quite similar to on
another, the metallic behavior being, however, more p

FIG. 4. Transport coefficients in the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy. ~a! Tem-
perature dependences ofL-electron~m18 andm38! andT-hole (n1)
mobilities. Comparison with bismuth~Ref. 12! ~solid lines!. ~b!
Temperature dependence of the carrier density in the alloy an
bismuth after Ravichet al. ~Ref. 12!. Points at 4.2 K were obtaine
by Brandtet al. ~Ref. 22! in the Bi0.954Sb0.046alloy and by Bhargava
~Ref. 28! in Bi.
r-

e-

in

-

nounced in bismuth than in the alloy due to the larger ov
lap at low temperature. At 4.2 K, we took the value
231022 m23, determined by Brandtet al.22 for a close com-
position (x50.046).

The electron factorsAN andMN rise with temperature and
are much larger than unity, whereas the corresponding
tors for T holes,AP andM P , are close to unity~Table IV!.
The deviation from unity for electrons is more pronounc
than in bismuth.12 For example, atT5300 K, AN51.68 and
MN54.11 in Bi. It is due to the lower reduced chemic
potentialz* and to the larger nonparabolicity of electrons

Deviation from unity of both factorsAN and MN can be
confirmed directly through an analysis of the galvanom
netic coefficients. Taking into account that the two sm
mobilities m28 and n3 as well as the tilt angle can be ne
glected in bismuth, several useful simplified expressions
be derived7,12,16from the set of galvanomagnetic coefficient
including the approximate formula29

A122A11'2A11S 12
AN

2

MN
D . ~12!

Since this expression holds in the alloy, we can compare
theoretical calculated factorAN

2 /MN to that derived from ex-
perimental magnetoresistance coefficients applying Eq.~12!.
The theoretical and experimental curves ofAN

2 /MN versus
temperature are represented in Fig. 5. We can see tha
two curves are close to each other.

in
FIG. 5. Comparison of the temperature dependence of the fa

AN
2 /MN calculated and obtained directly from the two experimen

magnetoresistance componentsA11 andA12 according to Eq.~12!.
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The considerable difference betweenA11 andA12 and its
increase with temperature represent a direct experime
proof thatAN andMN factors differ from unity in the expres
sion for the galvanomagnetic coefficients. Another qual
tive proof can be obtained through the calculation of
large magnetoresistance coefficientA31. With the same ap-
proximations as in Eq.~12!, the expression forA31 can be
obtained16 as follows:

A31'
1

eN FMNn11~MN2AN
2 !

m18
2 GF11

2n1

m18
G21

. ~13!

If the factorsAN andMN are equal to 1, only the relativel
small hole mobilityn1 would contribute toA31. Such a cal-
culated value ofA31 would then be several times lower tha
the experimental one. If nonunit factors are used, the sec
item in Eq. ~13! is greater than the first one, and the calc
latedA31 value is found to be close to the measured one
we try to increase the hole mobility in order to calculate t
good coefficientA31 without the second item, we would ob
tain a large difference between the two components of
thermopower, in disagreement with experimental data.

It should be noted that the proof that the factorsAN and
MN deviate substantially from unity is totally independent
any assumptions regarding the scattering mechanism
band nonparabolicity. The proof relies exclusively on expe
mental data and the existing qualitative argument regardin
multiellipsoid structure of the conduction band in th
Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy.

V. CONCLUSION

The complete set of the 12 galvanomagnetic coefficie
was measured for the Bi0.96Sb0.04 alloy in the 77–300 K tem-
perature range in weak magnetic fields. As previously c
sidered for bismuth,12 a theoretical model was develope
based on some assumptions on the carrier-scattering me
nisms. The adjustable parameters of the model were de
mined using a least-squares method between calculated
experimental values of the 12 galvanomagnetic coefficie
and the two components of the thermopower. The obtai
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results showed that the scattering constants change in
alloy in comparison with pure Bi. These constants are
pressed through matrix elements of the interaction of e
trons with phonons and, thus, are determined by elec
wave functions. In their turn, the wave functions at theL
point of the Brillouin zone depend on energy distances
tween the edge of conduction band and other neighbo
bands at the same point~besides the nearest band of lightL
holes determining the nonparabolicity!. The other bands in-
fluence, in particular, spin-orbit mixing. The possible effe
of these bands is not within the framework of the appli
two-band approximation. Dependences of the energy
tances and the wave functions as a function of compositiox
are unfortunately unknown at present. The second reason
the dependence of scattering constants onx is the scattering
by the short-range potential of Sb atoms in the alloy. T
mechanism of scattering gives the same energy depend
of relaxation time as the electron-phonon scattering. T
scattering constants increase due to this effect just as a
of the spin-orbit effect is not definite.

The carrier mobilities and densities are found to be n
the values of pure bismuth, but the effect of alloying is mo
important for hole than for electron mobilities. Calculate
values of the Hall and magnetoresistance factors of elect
show a substantial deviation from unity in the temperat
range investigated. These values are greater than in pure
muth, and they arise from the energy dependence of the
laxation time due to the large nonparabolicity of theL bands.

The extension of the study to other antimony conten
especially in the semiconducting range, which present a g
interest from the point of view of thermoelectricity, is th
next step for investigating the transport properties. Such
vestigations should undoubtedly contribute to a best com
hension of scattering mechanisms in these alloys.
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